**Healthbridge Sunrise Mobile: Navigation Bar**

After you select a patient from a patient list, the navigation bar, containing icons linking to different sections of Sunrise Mobile, is displayed. You can customize the navigation bar to improve the efficacy of viewing a patient’s record by tapping the More icon.

**Clinical Summary**

After selecting a patient from the Patient List, a summary of that patient's vital signs appears. By default, the summary displays information from the past 72 hours. Tap **Last 72h** to select a different time range.
Providers can now enter **Radiology Orders, Pharmacy Orders and Medication Orders**

A. To search the patient’s orders, tap the **Search** icon

B. To switch between viewing **Current Orders** and those that are **Discontinued** or **cancelled**, tap the **Filter** icon

C. To place an **Order**, click the three dot icon and select **Enter Orders**
Rx Writer

Allows you to view and add prescriptions for a patient

A. View patient’s history of prescriptions
B. Review and submit prescriptions in your Rx pad
C. View the patients Allergies
D. Search and filter the patient’s prescription list
E. Add prescriptions to your Rx Pad to be submitted
F. Click the three dot icon to take action on a prescription
Review medications taken by a patient at home with **Home Medications**. The home medications list can include prescription and non-prescription medications. Tap the **Plus** icon to add a Home Medication.
The **Documents** view displays a list of documents, including documents that were created in Healthbridge. Flowsheets documents are also displayed. Documents displayed include those with the following statuses: **Complete**, **Incomplete**, **In Progress**, **Final**, and **Cancelled**

Documents cannot be added from Sunrise Mobile
Results

Allows you to view the patient’s results.
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